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The purpose of this note is to prove the following result. 
Theorem 1, A regular matroid is cographic if and ofzly if it has no 
isomorphic to M(&) and no serie;, minor isomorphic to M(Km). 
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The matroid terminology used here will in general follow Welsh [4]. In 
particular a matroid will be called cographic if it is isomorphic to the cocycle 
(bond) matroid of a graph. If M is a matroid on a set S and 7% S, WE shall denote 
the restriction and contraction of M to S \ T by M\ T and IkzT respectively. The 
matroid N is a parallel knor of M if N = M/U’\ T where each element of 7’ is 
parallel to an element of M/U+ If N* is a parallel minor of M*, then N is a series 
minor of M. 
The following result is due to Tutte [3, 9.421. 
Theorem 2. A regular matroid is cographic if and only if it has no minor 
isomorphic to M(K,) or M( K&. 
Bixby [ 1, Th\eorem 5. l] showed that one catl replace “minor” by “series minor” 
in the statement of this theorem. Bixby [ 1, Theorem 6. l] also characterized which 
regular matroids are cographic by a list of five forbidden parallel minors which 
includes M(K& and M(K&. Theorem 1 is motivated by Bixby’s results though it 
is considerably easier to prove. 
If M is a matroid on the set S and e E S, then we call M a non-triGal single 
element extension of M \e if e is not a component of M and Q is not parallel to 
any element of S\e. 
Lemma 3. lVeither M*( K& nor M(K5) has a non- trivial single element extension 
which is also regular. 
Proof. Since every vertex of H& has degree 3, M*(K& has no non-trivial single 
element extension which is also cographic. Thus if N is a regular non-trivial single 
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element extension ofM*( K& then IV has rank 4 and, by Theorem 2, N contains 
M( &) as a minor. That is, M*( f&) is a restriction of IV(&); a contradiction. 
It is known (J.H. Mason, privatecommunication, 1977) that, for all positive 
integers 12, M(K) has no regular non-trivial single element extension. For 
completeness weindfcate a short proof of this for n = 5. Using the fact that ,W(&) 
is isomorphic to the EIJclidean matroid of the rank 4 Desargues configuration 
(see, for example, 12, p. 141]), it is easy to show that every non-trivial single 
element extension of M(&) has a seven-point plane as a minor. However, the 
only binary seven-point plane is the Fano matroid and this is not regular (see, for 
example, [4, Theorem 10.4.1]). 
Praof of Theorem 1. Let M be a regular matroid which is not cographic. Then, 
by Theorem 2, M has a minor isomorphic to M(&) or M&), Suppose the 
former and choose ci~ S such that M/V\ rS F ,%I(&) and no non-empty subset T’ 
of T satisfies M/UU T)\(T\ T) = M(&). Then by Lemma 3 and the choice of 
U, every element of 7’ is parallel to some element of M/U, That is, M( KS) is a 
parallel minor of M, 
If M has M(K& as a minor, then choose a subset 7’ of S such that 
MfK& and no non-empty subset W’ of U satisfies M \ (T LJ 
U'WJ\U"P M(K,,). Then M*(K1l)*M*IT\U. Again by Lemma 3 and the . 9. 
choicti of T, each element of U is parallel to an element of M*/'F. That is, 
M(K3,3) is a series minor of M. 
The converse follows by Theorem 2. 
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